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QUESTION 1

Which version of SNMP traps can the Cascade Profiler and Cascade Express send? 

A. SNMPv1 Only 

B. SNMPv2 Only 

C. SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 

D. SNMPv1 and SNMPv3 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Company X wants to use Cascade for monitoring the performance of their SQL application to all remote sites before
considering purchasing any WAN optimization technology. They would like to add a Cascade Sensor to their network,
and therefore they must: 

A. Enable SPAN or mirror port on a switch in their datacenter, which has visibility of the SQL traffic in question. 

B. Enable a SPAN or mirror port all remote sites where users of the SQL application sit. 

C. Enable NetFlow on at least all WAN routers that carry the SQL traffic. 

D. Configure the SQL servers to send their SNMP traps to the Cascade Profiler. 

E. Configure the SQL servers to send their SNMP traps to the Cascade Gateway. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When initializing data for service metrics or analytics, for what minimum percent of the time must relevant and valid data
be present for the service to properly initialize? 

A. 25% 

B. 50% 

C. 75% 

D. 100% 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

How does Cascade Profiler obtain switch port discovery and population information? 

A. Switch Port Discovery Protocol (SPDP) 

B. Merging of CAM + ARP tables, both gathered via SNMP 

C. Merging of IF and ARP tables, both gathered via SNMP 

D. Merging of IF and CAM tables, both gathered via SNMP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Common TCP Errors which may be observed within a network include: 

A. Zero Window Size, Retransmits, or FIN Flags observed 

B. Increasing Window Size, Resets, Retransmits 

C. Zero Window Size, Retransmits, Lost Packets 

D. SYN, FIN, or RST flags observed 

E. RST or FIN flag observed or Retransmits observed 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

How does Cascade Profiler track URL\\'s? 

A. Each URL that is seen by the Sensor is shown on the dashboard or searchable via reporting. 

B. Customer defined URL\\'s are mapped to an application name which can then be shown on the dashboard, searched
via reporting, or used in Analytic definitions. 

C. URL\\'s are tracked by either a Cascade Sensor or via NetFlow version 5 (or higher) export. 

D. Cascade does not track URL\\'s. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Within Cascade Pilot, a tool tip is available to provide additional information about items such as views. To access the
tool tip for a view you must: 

A. Hover your mouse over the name of the view. 
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B. Hover your mouse over the icon in front of the view name. 

C. Open context-sensitive help with the view displayed. 

D. Right-click within the main workspace and select "show view tool tip" from the right hand menu. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

When working with capture job traces on a Cascade Shark appliance from Cascade Pilot: A. Views should always be
applied directly to the job trace. 

B. Trace clips should first be created, and views applied to them. 

C. Packets should be exported from the capture job trace before beginning analysis. 

D. The capture job trace should first be indexed by right-clicking on it and selecting "Index". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the two (at a minimum) devices you need to configure in Cascade Profiler for Switch Port Discovery
integration to work for a portion of the network? 

A. At least one NetFlow sources (router, switch, or steelhead). 

B. At least one lookup router and at least one access tier switch. 

C. A Vulnerability Scanner and a Netflow source (router, switch, or steelhead). 

D. A Vulnerability Scanner and an External Link. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

On Cascade Profiler, in terms of retention of completed reports and reporting sources (one minute flow and rollup files),
which of the following is true? (Select 4) 

A. One minute flow records are deleted from the file system FIFO (oldest first) once the appliance has filled the space
that is allocated. 

B. There is a fixed amount of space on the filesystem for completed reports. 

C. A report template can be marked "keep until I delete it" so that any reports that are scheduled with this template are
not automatically deleted from the filesystem. 

D. When the flows or rollup records have been deleted from the filesystem, any saved report that was generated from
those flow sources is no longer available. 
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E. Users have the ability to allocate additional space to the 1 min flow logs in order to increase retention. This is done at
the expense of other rollup resolutions. 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

QUESTION 11

When defining a Layer 4 application signature, what are the valid options for flows already tagged with a Layer 7
application signature? (Select 3) 

A. Always remove the layer 7 tag and apply the layer 4 tag instead. 

B. Unclassified remove the layer 7 tag and apply the layer 4 tag only if the flow is already tagged unclassified. 

C. Unknown remove the layer 7 tag and apply the layer 4 tag only if the flow is already tagged unknown. 

D. Unknown/Unclassified remove the layer 7 tag and apply the layer 4 tag only if flow is tagged as both unknown and
unclassified. 

E. Unknown/Unclassified remove the layer 7 tag and apply the layer 4 tag only if flow is tagged as unknown or
unclassified. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the listed versions of NetFlow are supported by Cascade? 

A. v1 and v5 

B. v7 

C. v9 

D. all of the above 

E. none of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Simple Network Management Protocol can be used on Cascade Profiler for: 

A. Accessing the Cascade Profiler\\'s MIB by third-party applications for monitoring. 

B. Obtaining interface information from routers. 

C. Obtaining host MAC address information from switches. 

D. Obtaining network device status through the Cascade Profiler receiving SNMP traps. 
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E. A, B, and D. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the purpose of the snmp-server ifindex-persist command in regards to Riverbed Steelhead appliances and
Cascade Profiler? (Select 2) 

A. Guarantees that the ifIndex values for various interfaces remain stable across Steelhead appliance reboots and
reconfiguration. 

B. Guarantees that the ifIndex values for various interfaces remain stable across network disruptions preventing re-
polling 

C. Guarantees that the ifdescription values for various interfaces remain correctly mapped across Steelhead appliance
reboots and reconfiguration. 

D. Guarantees that the ifdescription values for various interfaces are remapped across Steelhead appliance service
shutdowns. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following best describes any limits that are enforced on the number of service, performance and availability
policies that are supported on any Cascade Profiler? 

A. Stratified policy limits ranging from 5000 for Cascade Profiler Express platforms to 10,000 for Cascade Enterprise
Profiler platforms 

B. 5,000 for all platforms 

C. 15,000 for all platforms 

D. The Analytics license provides for an unlimited number of policies 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: A 
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